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Residential  
Ventilation Solutions
Multiple ways to meet code and satisfy  
builder or homeowner specifications
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3 ways to meet the ASHRAE 62.2  
ventilation requirements

W8150 Fresh Air Ventilation Control + FocusPRO® TH5000 Thermostat

This solution offers basic ventilation control and meets most building code 

requirements. The W8150 reduces equipment run time by syncing ventilation  

calls with heating and cooling. 

Note: the W8150 can be configured to meet ASHRAE 62.2-2010, but not 62.2-2013.

Premium

Prestige® IAQ with Equipment Interface Module

This premium solution offers advanced control for more robust HVAC and IAQ 

systems, such as those with humidification and dehumidification. RedLINK™ 

accessories, including the gateway for access to the Total Connect Comfort app, 

help you provide total comfort and convenience.

Recommended

VisionPRO® 8000 Smart

This cost-effective solution offers complete temperature and ventilation control. 

Wi-Fi connectivity provides access to weather data that can be used for dual fuel 

system control or ventilation lockouts without running additional wires.

Basic

ASHRAE 62.2 was developed to help protect the value of a home and the health  

of its occupants. Resideo has you covered, with a range of solutions to help maintain 

acceptable indoor air quality.
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